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We consider a multi-game interactive learning environment in which subjects sometimes
only have access to the aggregate distribution of play of the opponents over the various
games and sometimes are told the joint distribution of actions and games in a more
or less accessible way. Our main ﬁndings are: 1) In the presence of feedback spillover,
long run behaviors stabilize to an analogy-based expectation equilibrium (Jehiel, 2005).
2) Faced with the same objective feedback, the long run behaviors are sometimes better
described by Nash equilibrium and sometimes they are better described by the analogy-
based expectation equilibrium depending on the accessibility of the feedback.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A number of solution concepts have been proposed to model the interaction of boundedly rational players in games,
but relatively few of these concepts have been tested in the lab. In this paper, we test experimentally a solution concept
introduced in Jehiel (2005) and called the analogy-based expectation equilibrium in which the bounded rationality of players
is reﬂected by the fact that players have only coarse knowledge about the strategy of their opponent. Speciﬁcally, in contexts
in which players may be called to play in different games (or nodes in extensive form games), Jehiel (2005) considers players
who understand only the aggregate distribution of play of their opponent over various games, and who play a best-response
as if the opponents behaved in each game according to the aggregate distribution.
The analogy-based expectation equilibrium — which is parameterized by how each player bundles the various games into
analogy classes — is viewed as a steady state outcome of a (learning) process in which players would receive feedback about
the aggregate distributions of their opponent’s actions in their various analogy classes and nothing else (see Jehiel, 2005;
Jehiel and Koessler, 2008; Ettinger and Jehiel, 2010).
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Our experiment considers the simplest setup in which this theory has some bite, that is, a setup in which two two-
person games A and B with the same action spaces for Column and Row players are being played. At the start of the
experiment, populations of subjects are assigned to the role of Column or Row players. Each subject plays each of the
games A and B thirty times in a random order. In each round, subjects from the population of Column players and subjects
from the population of Row players are randomly matched to play either game A or B, and in each round there is an equal
proportion of each game.
A key aspect of the experiment is the feedback provided to subjects between the various rounds. We consider four differ-
ent treatments. In all treatments, the feedback concerns the distribution of play over the last ﬁve rounds of the population
of subjects assigned to the opponent’s role. In all treatments, Column players receive precise feedback about the game they
are to play in the current round. That is, Column players who are to play game A are informed of the number of times the
various actions of Row players were chosen when game A was played in the last ﬁve rounds. And similarly when they are
to play game B.
The various treatments vary only with respect to the feedback provided to Row players. In treatment Fine, this feedback
is similar to that provided to Column players. That is, when a Row subject is called to play game X = A or B,t h i ss u b j e c t
is being told the number of times the various actions of Column players were chosen in the last ﬁve rounds when game X
was played. In treatment Coarse, the feedback is aggregated over the two games, that is, there is feedback spillover. More
precisely, when a Row subject is called to play game X = A or B, this subject is being told the total number of times the
various actions of Column players were chosen in the last ﬁve rounds adding up the instances in which games A and B were
played (there is no information as to whether the actions were made in game A or B). In treatments Feasible and Hard,
Row players receive feedback about the joint distribution of actions and the game in which the actions were chosen over
the last ﬁve rounds. In both treatments agents with unlimited cognitive powers would be able to construct game-speciﬁc
data, that is, they would have feedback as in Fine. With cognitive limitations, however, it may be more or less diﬃcult to
disentangle the provided information. It will turn out that while deriving the distribution of actions by games is possible in
Feasible, it is much harder in Hard (these points are elaborated in much more detail in the next section).
In addition to these four treatments, we have two further control treatments called Solo in which subjects play only one
game (60 times game A or 60 times game B) and obtain feedback about the distribution of actions of the subjects assigned
to their opponent’s role over the last ﬁve rounds.
In all treatments, subjects when called to play game X can see the payoff they would obtain for all proﬁles of actions.
But, subjects are not told the corresponding payoffs for their opponent. Moreover, subjects are not informed of their perfor-
mance until the very end of the experiment at which time they receive a payment that aggregates the payoffs over all sixty
periods.
The games A and B chosen for the experiment are such that they admit a single Nash equilibrium and also a unique
analogy-based expectation equilibrium in which the Row player bundles the two games into one analogy class and the
Column player uses the ﬁnest analogy partition (this analogy-based expectation equilibrium is referred to as ABEE hereafter).
The Nash equilibrium and the ABEE which both employ pure strategies correspond to distinct actions both in games A and
B and both for the Column and the Row players, thereby making it easier to identify whether one or the other is being
played. Finally, games A and B are dominance solvable, which implies that ﬁctitious play dynamics applied to each game
in isolation converge to the unique Nash equilibrium (see Nachbar, 1990; Milgrom and Roberts, 1991). Similarly, we show
that an analogy-based ﬁctitious play dynamics in which row subjects best-respond to the empirical distribution of column
players’s actions over the last ﬁve rounds and over the two games and column players play a best-response to the empirical
distribution of row players’ actions over the last ﬁve rounds in the game to be played in the current round converges to the
ABEE.
Our ﬁndings are as follows. First, we observe that in all treatments the pattern of play stabilizes (roughly after 15
rounds). Second, in different treatments it stabilizes at different action proﬁles. In treatments Solo, Fine, and Feasible,
behavior (mostly) converges to Nash equilibrium. In treatments Coarse and Hard behavior (mostly) converges to ABEE.
The fact that in Solo we get convergence to Nash equilibrium is expected given that the games are dominance solvable.1
The fact that in Fine we get similar behaviors as in Solo is also expected given that there is little room for feedback
spillover in Fine (somehow the feedback provided to subjects is exactly what subjects need to know to play the game, and
the personal memory of the subject that also contains the feedback for the other game is of little relevance).
The ﬁnding for Coarse gives support to the implication of ABEE theory. A priori, there are several conjectures about
column players’ play that would be consistent with the coarse feedback received by row players (roughly any pair of
distribution over games A and B whose average coincides with the aggregate distribution). Our experimental results suggest
that, as required in ABEE, row players in Coarse are well described as playing a best-response to the conjecture that column
players play according to the aggregate distribution in each of the games A and B.2
The ﬁndings for Feasible and Hard reveal that by playing on the framing of the same objective feedback (here the joint
distribution of actions and games) one can induce very different long run outcomes (Nash behavior and ABEE behavior,
1 See for example Lieberman (1960).
2 Put differently, these ﬁndings provide support to the ABEE as a relevant selection of self-conﬁrming equilibrium when a player receives as feedback the
aggregate distribution of the opponent’s play over different games (see Battigalli, 1987; Dekel et al., 2004, for a deﬁnition of self-conﬁrming equilibrium for
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(a) Screen 1
(b) Screen 2
Fig. 1. Hard treatment.
respectively).3 The similarity between Coarse and Hard suggests that in Hard, Row subjects process information as if they
were only informed of the aggregate distributions of behaviors over the two games. The similarity between Feasible and
Fine (and Solo)r e v e a lt h a ti nFeasible row subjects are able to avoid the feedback spillover, and in the long run Nash
equilibrium is played.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present in more detail some aspects of the feedback
used in Feasible and Hard. In Section 3 we then move on to describe the analogy-based expectation equilibrium and apply
it to the environment considered in our experiment. We also present convergence results for two (ﬁctitious-play) learning
models that help understand our experimental results better. In Section 4 we present further speciﬁcs of our experimental
design and procedures. Section 5 contains the results of the experiments. Section 6 reviews the related literature and
Section 7 concludes.
2. A closer look at the feedback structure
In both treatments, Feasible and Hard, each column in the matrix game is given a color, and Row players are shown
the distribution over the last ﬁve rounds of Column players’ actions using colored boxes containing letters. The color of
each box refers to a choice of column and the letters refer to the game (A or B) in which the corresponding column was
chosen. The feedback in Hard is presented in two consecutive screens (with no permission to take notes or to go back to
the previous screen). In the ﬁrst screen, shown in Fig. 1(a), Row subjects can see the distribution of actions (represented
as color boxes) over the last ﬁve rounds, i.e., they are shown twenty colored boxes (there were overall eight subjects by
session, four being assigned to the role of Column players), each representing one past choice of a column. However, on
that screen alone they cannot infer the type of game in which a particular action was chosen. This information is presented
on the next screen, shown in Fig. 1(b), where subjects can see the corresponding distribution of games in a string of letter
in which the ﬁrst letter indicates the game played in the upper left corner of the ﬁrst screen, the second letter indicates
the game just below and so on.4 If subjects perfectly memorize the color pattern from screen 1, they can disentangle
the distribution for both games from screen 2. If they have diﬃculties memorizing the precise pattern, they may, instead,
just keep track of the aggregate color composition of screen 1 which represents the aggregate distribution over Column’s
choices in both games. In any case, this aggregate distribution is more easily accessible than the separate distributions
are.5
3 Usually, framing effects are associated with one-shot decision problems and they are perceived to be temporary phenomena (see Tversky and Kahne-
man, 1981). In a different context, Huck et al. (2004) provide evidence that framing the interaction in economic or abstract terms may lead to more or less
collusion in a repeated Cournot interaction.
4 The grey boxes in Fig. 1(a) and the question marks in Fig. 1(b) stand for those cases in the ﬁrst ﬁve rounds in which some matches are missing.
5 See Higgins (1996) or Khaneman (2003) for an exposition of the accessibility idea.ARTICLE IN PRESS YGAME:1820
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Fig. 2. Feasible treatment.
After the feedback screens are shown, Row subjects click to move to a subsequent screen where they are informed
whether they are in game A or B (for this round) and they then have to choose an action. Again, once the player clicks
to move forward, it is not possible to go back to the feedback screen so subjects have to remember what they saw on the
feedback screens when choosing an action.
As our results summarized below will make clear, it appears that the patterns of behavior in Hard are similar to those
in Coarse in which Row subjects get only to know the aggregate distribution of Column players’ actions over the two games
A and B. This is consistent with the interpretation that Row subjects in Hard mostly memorize the ﬁrst feedback screen
while paying little attention to the second feedback screen.
By contrast, in Feasible, the feedback is presented in just one screen with the game A or B appearing in the center of
the colored box (that stands for the action played in the corresponding game, see Fig. 2). As our results will make clear, it
appears that the patterns of behaviors in Feasible and Fine are more or less similar. This is consistent with the interpretation
that Row subjects manage in Feasible to play as if they have access to the ﬁne distribution of actions by game.
3. Background and theory
We ﬁrst describe the analogy-based expectation approach (in a setup appropriate for our experiment) and then apply it
to the speciﬁc environment considered in our experiment. We next describe the corresponding learning models and provide
some convergence results for these. In Appendix A, we develop the analogous models when players are assumed to use
the quantal response model (as deﬁned in McKelvey and Palfrey, 1995) rather than ordinary best-responses (the quantal
response versions are used to analyze some of the data).
3.1. General background
Consider a family of normal form games where each game is denoted by ω ∈ Ω. Each game has two players i and j.F o r
each ω, the action space of player i is Ai and the action space of player j is A j. Action spaces Ai and A j are ﬁnite. The
payoff obtained by player i in game ω when (ai,aj) ∈ Ai × A j is played is denoted by ui(ai,aj;ω). The probability of game
ω is denoted by p(ω). We assume that each player i knows which game ω ∈ Ω he is playing (or at least i’s payoff in ω).
As t r a t e g yo fp l a y e ri is a mapping σi : Ω →  Ai where σi(ai | ω) denotes the probability with which action ai ∈ Ai is
chosen by player i in game ω.
Each player i is endowed with an analogy partition Ani over Ω. The element of Ani containing ω is denoted by αi(ω)
and called the analogy class of player i at ω.P l a y e ri is assumed to understand only the aggregate behavior of player j in
every analogy class in Ani. Formally, given the strategy σj of player j,t h es t r a t e g yo fp l a y e rj perceived by player i (given
Ani) is deﬁned by the function σ j : Ω →  A j such that for all ω ∈ Ω and aj ∈ A j
σ j(aj |ω) =

ω ∈αi(ω) p(ω )σj(aj |ω )

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Table 1
Normal form games used in the experiment.
Aa b c d e
α 25,10 0,10 10,20 0,0 0,0
β 20,15 15,0 5,0 10,0 0,0
γ 15,0 10,0 0,0 5,25 25,0
Ba b c d e
α 15,0 20,10 10,0 5,5 0,0
β 0,10 25,10 0,0 10,20 0,0
γ 10,0 15,0 5,25 0,0 25,0
That is, given the strategy σj of player j,p l a y e ri perceives only the aggregate behavior of player j in each analogy class
where the weight assigned to a speciﬁc game ω  of an analogy class is proportional to p(ω ). In an analogy-based expecta-
tion equilibrium, for each ω ∈ Ω,e a c hp l a y e ri plays a best-response to how i perceives j is playing. That is,
Deﬁnition. As t r a t e g yp r o ﬁ l eσ = (σ1,σ2) is an analogy-based expectation equilibrium given the analogy partitions An1,
An2 if for all i, ω ∈ Ω and a∗
i in the support of σi(ω):
a∗




where σ j(aj |ω) is given by (1).
Several comments are in order about this solution concept: 1) When all players use the ﬁnest analogy partition, the
analogy-based expectation equilibrium coincides with Nash equilibrium. That is, in each game ω a Nash equilibrium is
being played. 2) The analogy-based expectation equilibrium requires that player i knows ui(ai,aj;ω) for all ai, aj and ω




ω∈αi p(ω) in each
analogy class αi. This knowledge is viewed as the result of learning as explained below. 3) An analogy-based expectation
equilibrium can be viewed as a selection of self-conﬁrming equilibrium. It is a selection based on the idea that players
consider the simplest (as opposed to any) conjecture consistent with their knowledge. Our experiment will help provide
support to this selection.
3.2. Application to our experiment
In our experiment, we consider two games ω = A and B whose payoff matrices for the Row (i = 1) and Column player
(i = 2) are depicted in Table 1. The two games A and B are played with the same frequency, i.e., p(A) = p(B) = 1
2.T w o
proﬁles of analogy partitions will be relevant for our experiment. In each of them, the Column player, i.e. player 2, uses the
ﬁne analogy partition An
f
2 ={ {A},{B}}.F o rt h eR o wp l a y e r ,i . e .p l a y e r1 ,e i t h e rh eu s e st h eﬁ n ep a r t i t i o n ,An
f
1 ={ {A},{B}},
or he uses the coarse partition that mixes the two games A and B into one analogy class, Anc
1 ={ {A, B}}.
When the Row player’s analogy partition is ﬁne
When both players use the ﬁne analogy partition, ABEE coincides with the Nash equilibrium of the complete information
games A and B, as already noted. Games A and B are dominance solvable. Thus, they admit a single Nash equilibrium. This
observation together with the equilibrium strategies are gathered in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Games A and B are dominance solvable. The unique Nash equilibrium in game A is that Row player playsα,σ1(A) =α,
and the Column player plays c, σ2(A) = c. The unique Nash equilibrium in game B is that Row player plays β, σ1(B) = β,a n dt h e
Column player plays d, σ2(B) = d. This is also the unique analogy-based expectation equilibrium when both players use the ﬁne
analogy partition.
Proof. In both games A and B action e is strictly dominated (by a mixture over a and d in A and a mixture of b and c
in B, respectively) for the Column player. After eliminating action e action γ is strictly dominated for the Row player (by
action β in A and action α in B). Following these eliminations, in game A,a c t i o n sd and b are strictly dominated by a
and a mixture of a and c, respectively. In game B,a c t i o n sc and a are strictly dominated by b and a mixture of b and d,
respectively. Finally, with the remaining actions, α in A and β in B strictly dominate β and α respectively, and we can
conclude. 
When the Row player’ s analogy partition is coarse
The following proposition characterizes the unique analogy-based expectation equilibrium when the column player uses
the ﬁne partition and the row player uses the coarse partition (this is called ABEE hereafter).ARTICLE IN PRESS YGAME:1820
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Proposition 2. Let An1 = Anc
1 and An2 = An
f
2 be the analogy partitions of players 1 and 2, respectively. There is a unique analogy-
basedexpectationequilibrium(σ1,σ2) inwhichtheRowplayer (player 1)playsβ ingame A andα ingame B (σ1(A) = β,σ1(B) =α)
and the Column player (player 2) plays a in game A and b in game B (σ2(A) = a,σ2(B) = b).
Before we prove Proposition 2, observe that the strategies in ABEE are markedly different from the Nash equilibrium
strategies. There is a complete swap between games A and B for the strategy of the row player, and the support of actions
of the column player is {c,d} in Nash equilibrium and it is {a,b} in ABEE.6
Proof. It is easy to understand why the above strategy proﬁle deﬁnes an analogy-based expectation equilibrium. The Column
player plays a in A because this is the best-response to β;s h ep l a y sb in B because this is the best-response to α.T h e
aggregate behavior of the Column player is a balanced mix of a and b (remember that p(A) = p(B) = 1
2). Thus, σ 2(a |ω) =
σ 2(b | ω) = 1
2 for ω = A and B. Given the expectation that the Column player plays a and b with an equal frequency, the
Row player ﬁnds it optimal to play β in game A (because 20+15
2 >
max(20+0,15+10)




It is easily checked that there is no other analogy-based expectation equilibrium. Indeed, action e is strictly dominated
for the Column player in both games. After eliminating e,a c t i o nγ for Row player is strictly dominated in both games. After
eliminating γ , we can now eliminate actions d and b in A (they are dominated by a and any strictly convex combination
of a and c, respectively) and c and a in B (they are dominated by b and any strictly convex combination of b and d,
respectively). Finally, we use the analogy partition of row player to note that if the column player chooses any mixture of
a and c in A and of b and d in B such that the row player perceives an equal mixture of both strategies in both games,
then action β in A and action α in B dominates actions α and β, respectively (to see this, note that for all λ ∈ (0,1),
1
2(15λ+ 10(1−λ))− 5
2 > 0). The ABEE follows from the column player’s best response to this. 
Learning models
Jehiel (2005) and Jehiel and Koessler (2008) view the correctness of the perceptions σ in an analogy-based expectation
equilibrium as the outcome of converging learning dynamics. We now deﬁne and analyze such learning processes that are
guided by the design of our experiment.
In our experiment, each session of each treatment consists of several rounds t = 1,2,.... In each round, four Column
players and four Row players are randomly matched to play one of the games ω = A or B, and each game is played exactly
twice, e.g. in two of the four matches m = 1,2,3,4. We call Mt
ω the set of matches in which game ω = A or B is played in
round t, and we refer to ωt(m) as the game being played in match m of round t.
The feedback given to subjects concerns the behaviors of opponents (i.e., subjects assigned to the role of the other player)
in the last ﬁve rounds.7 Two learning models are considered according to whether the feedback is about the aggregate
behaviors in the two games or the behaviors game by game. For each game ω = A or B, we refer to
BRω





as player i’s best response in game ω to the distribution xj ∈  A j of player j’s actions where xj(aj) denotes the weight
assigned to action aj in xj.
For each player i,w el e ta
t,m
i d e n o t et h ea c t i o np l a y e db yt h ep l a y e ra s s i g n e dt ot h er o l eo fp l a y e ri in match m of
round t. Given the belief xj(t + 1) about player j’s behavior considered by player i in round t + 1, our learning dynamics











The two learning models differ only in how xj(t + 1) is determined. In the ﬁne feedback case, we have:
x
F












j (t + 1) is the empirical distribution of actions of subjects assigned to the role of player j over those matches in
which game ω =ωt+1(m) (the one to be played) was played in the last ﬁve rounds.
6 Observe that the behavior of Column player is different in ABEE and Nash equilibrium even though this player uses the same analogy partition in the
two cases. This is because Column player is best-responding to different distributions of Row player’s action in ABEE and Nash equilibrium.
7 In the ﬁrst ﬁve rounds, the feedback covers the entire history of play.ARTICLE IN PRESS YGAME:1820
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In the coarse feedback case, we have:
x
C











j (t + 1) is the empirical distribution of actions of subjects assigned to the role of player j in all matches over the
last ﬁve rounds.
The two learning models that we consider have the Column players following the ﬁne feedback belief dynamics. In one
learning model — that we call the Fine learning model — Row players follow the ﬁne feedback belief dynamics. In the other
— that we call the Coarse learning model — they follow the coarse feedback belief dynamics.
Observe that the Fine learning model is a variant of ﬁctitious play dynamics with a ﬁve period window in which the
learning in the two games A and B can be treated separately (there is no feedback spillover). The Coarse learning model
can be viewed as the analog to ﬁctitious play dynamics taking into account the feedback spillover between the two games.
The following proposition states the convergence properties of these two learning models.
Proposition 3. Whatever the initial conditions, play converges to the Nash equilibrium in the Fine learning model and to ABEE in the
Coarse learning model.
Proof. 1) Convergence in Fine learning model.
Our games ω = A and B are dominance solvable. Thus, applying the result of Milgrom and Roberts (1991) (see also
Nachbar, 1990), we can conclude that whatever the starting point (the actions in the ﬁrst round) one must converge to the
unique Nash equilibrium in the two games.
2) Convergence in Coarse learning model.
The convergence result follows a logic similar to that in Milgrom and Roberts (1991) and is the subject of Jehiel (in
preparation).
Since, action e is strictly dominated for Column players in both games, it follows that for t > 5, there is no e in xC
2(t).
From such a t on, Row players do not play γ in either game since action γ for Row player is strictly dominated in both
games once action e is eliminated. Thus from t > 10 on, there is no γ in xF
1(t), and column players do not play actions d
and b in A (given that there is no γ in xF
1(t), d is dominated by a and b is dominated by any strictly convex combination
of a and c) and they do not play actions a and c in B (given that there is no γ in xF
1(t), a is dominated by a strictly
convex combination of b and d and c is dominated by b). It follows that from t > 15 on, xC
2(t) contains an equal mixture
of a convex combination of a and c (that accounts for Column players’ behaviors in A) and a convex combination of b and
d (that accounts for Column players’ behaviors in B). From t > 15 on, row players play action β in A and action α in B
(since the other action is dominated in the respective games — this follows from the observation that for all λ ∈ (0,1),
1
2(15λ + 10(1 − λ)) − 5
2 > 0). From t > 20 on, Column players only see action β in A and thus they play a. They only see
action α in B and thus they play b. The ABEE is being played from then on. 
4. Experimental design
The computerized experiments were conducted at the UCL-ELSE Economics Laboratory between February and December
2005, with the sessions for the Solo treatment running in January 2009. Upon arrival at the lab, subjects sat down at a
computer terminal to start the experiment. Instructions were presented on the computer screen and a written summary of
the instructions was also handed out. Subjects were invited to raise their hands at any time to ask questions which would
be answered privately. Subjects were not allowed to take any notes during the entire experiment.
The experiment consisted of ﬁve treatments which varied in the accessibility of the information available to subjects
about the actions of others. Each session involved eight subjects and four sessions were run for each treatment. In total
160 subjects participated in the experiment, drawn from the student population at UCL. Their subjects of study included a
cross section of arts, humanities, social science, science and medical subjects. Subjects were paid a turn-up fee of £5 and in
addition to this were given £0.05 per point won during the experiment. The average payment was around £13 per subject,
including the turn-up fee. All of the sessions lasted between 45 minutes and 1 hour, with the Hard treatments taking the
longest. And subjects took longer to consider their choices at the start of the experiment: generally, over our sessions of 60
rounds, the ﬁrst 20 rounds took a similar length of time as the last 40 rounds.
In all treatments, subjects were split up equally into two roles, Row and Column. Each session consisted of sixty rounds
where Row and Column subjects were randomly matched into four pairs to make a choice in one of two normal form games,
the Row subject choosing the row in the game matrix and the Column subject choosing the column. The two normal form
games chosen were detailed in Table 1. In all treatments except Solo, two pairs in each round were allocated to “game A”
and two to “game B”, and both subjects in each pair knew which game they were in.8 In the Solo treatment, one of the
8 Subjects also knew that both games were played with the same frequency.ARTICLE IN PRESS YGAME:1820
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two games was allocated for all rounds and all subjects for each session (“game A” for two sessions and “game B”f o rt w o
sessions).
In all treatments, subjects could only see their own payments in each game, and were given information about the
choices made by the subjects in the other role in the previous ﬁve rounds.
In all treatments the Column subjects were presented in every round with the number of times each row had been
chosen, in the current game, over the last ﬁve rounds. The number was shown against the row on their payoff matrix, and
the experiment instructions explained the meaning of the numbers and that they were being provided “to help you make
your decision”. Column subjects were never given any feedback about play in the game not currently seen. For example, if a
Column subject was in game A in round 25, she only saw the distribution of choices for game A on the screen from rounds
20 to 24. In a later round, she may have been in game B, and only feedback for game B would have been seen.
The feedback provided to Row subjects varied across treatments. The feedback screens used in Feasible and Hard were
shown in Section 2 (see Figs. 1 and 2). Note that the ordering of the grid showing the actions chosen in each of the four
matches of each of the last ﬁve rounds (see Figs. 1(a) and 2) was randomized independently each round, and subjects were
informed of this.9 Note also that Row subjects were allowed to consider each screen for as long as they wanted, but once
they had clicked to move on to the next screen they could not go back to the previous screen and they were not allowed
to take any notes.
The treatments Coarse, Fine and Solo were simpler, as previously described. In Fine and Solo, Row subjects were given
similar information to that of the Column subjects, i.e., the number of times each column had been chosen over the last ﬁve
r o u n d si nt h eg a m et ob ec u r r e n t l yp l a y e d .I nCoarse the Row subjects saw the total number of column choices aggregated
over the two games A and B, and they were not given any information about the game in which the choices were made.
In the treatment Solo the same game was seen by all players in every round for each session.
Before we move on to analyze the data from this experiment, let us brieﬂy discuss the methodological issue of varying
feedback information and its presentation or, more generally, interface design. Many economic experiments try to test
equilibrium predictions by giving these predictions their “best shot”. Accordingly, instructions, interfaces, and feedback are
then designed to present the necessary information in the easiest accessible way such that, if equilibrium predictions are
falsiﬁed, this points at deep and fundamental biases in decision making and not simply at bad experimental design and
confusion. In such experiments, one would never present feedback in the way we do here. However, this is not the only
class of economic experiments. Experiments that try to dig deeper into subjects’ decision making processes, learning and
heuristics have traditionally exploited variations in feedback design or accessibility of information. Mouselab studies that
investigate the extent of backward induction (see Costa-Gomes et al., 2001) or the subjects’ desire to make use of particular
feedback (Bigoni, 2010) do precisely that. By providing “obstacles” and observing whether and how subjects try to overcome
these, one can gain important insights into subjects’ reasoning processes. Similarly, the provision of different and sometimes
seemingly irrelevant types of (feedback) information has proved to be useful to understand how subjects learn in economic
environments (see, for example, Huck et al., 1999). Our methodology of making it harder and harder to process objectively
identical information in order to understand how subjects adjust their processing of this information falls precisely into that
category of scientiﬁc endeavor.
5. Results
With the experimental design in mind, we rephrase our research agenda by the following questions: (i) Do the observed
behaviors in Fine, Coarse, Solo, Feasible and Hard stabilize? (ii) Do the observed behaviors in Fine, Coarse, Solo, Feasible
and Hard resemble each other? (iii) Do the long run behaviors in Feasible and Hard resemble the long run behaviors in
Fine, Coarse or Solo? (iv) Do the observed patterns of play in Fine, Coarse, Solo, Feasible and Hard relate to the Nash
equilibrium, the analogy-based expectation equilibrium or none of these?
We proceed by obtaining a positive answer to question 1. We also show that Feasible, Fine and Solo all look similar, and
that Hard looks like Coarse. We go on to provide evidence that behaviors in Feasible, Fine and Solo are best explained by
the Nash equilibrium and behaviors in Hard and Coarse are best explained by the analogy-based expectation equilibrium
(in which Column players use the ﬁne analogy grouping and Row players use the coarse analogy grouping, see Section 3).
We split the analysis of the results into two parts. The ﬁrst considers the aggregate observed behavior in the last half
of the experiment, and treats this as equilibrium play, estimating parameters of an ‘analogy-based quantal response equi-
librium’ (see Appendix A). The second considers all rounds and looks at the equivalent learning model to allow us to look
closer at individual behavior.
5.1. Aggregate data
A ﬁrst set of summary statistics is given in Table 2. This shows for all ﬁve treatments the frequencies of each choice in
each of the two games for Row and Column players in the second half of each session. While this table shows averages
9 That is, the action played in any of the four matches in any of the ﬁve last rounds could appear in any position of the 5 × 4 matrix of Fig. 1 in Hard
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Table 2
Summary of choice frequencies for second half of all sessions.
Row player game A Fine Feasible Hard Coarse Solo
α (Nash equilibrium) 0.79 0.88 0.25 0.24 0.73
β (Coarse ABEE) 0.18 0.13 0.66 0.70 0.20
γ 0.04 0.00 0.09 0.06 0.07
Row player game B Fine Feasible Hard Coarse Solo
α (Coarse ABEE) 0.16 0.21 0.69 0.78 0.16
β (Nash equilibrium) 0.80 0.76 0.20 0.14 0.78
γ 0.03 0.03 0.11 0.09 0.06
Col player game A Fine Feasible Hard Coarse Solo
a (Coarse ABEE) 0.41 0.31 0.73 0.83 0.40
b 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02
c (Nash equilibrium) 0.50 0.67 0.06 0.10 0.45
d 0.08 0.01 0.22 0.08 0.11
e 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
Col player game B Fine Feasible Hard Coarse Solo
a 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
b (Coarse ABEE) 0.12 0.28 0.48 0.57 0.10
c 0.08 0.05 0.25 0.16 0.00
d (Nash equilibrium) 0.80 0.67 0.27 0.27 0.90
e 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
across all periods it is important to note that after an initial learning stage, the choices of Row and Column players stabilize
in the later phases of the experiment. To test this, we considered the row player’s choice frequency in each phase of
15 rounds, for each combination of game and treatment. The last quarter of the experiment was compared with the 3
preceding quarters using a Fisher’s exact test on the resulting contingency table, at the 1% level. In most cases there was
a signiﬁcant difference between the choice distribution in the ﬁrst 15 rounds and the last 15 rounds.10 There was only a
signiﬁcant difference between rounds 31 to 45 and 46 to 60 in two cases — column players in game B in the Hard and Solo
treatments. In these two cases, the play stabilized in the last 15 rounds. We conclude, therefore, that play does stabilize in
each of our four treatments.
A ﬁrst observation we can make by inspecting the table is that there is a signiﬁcant difference of behaviors across
treatments. Second the modal behaviors of Row players and Column players in Solo, Fine and Feasible coincide with the
behaviors arising in the Nash equilibrium. And the modal behaviors of Row players and Column players arising in Coarse
and Hard coincide with the ABEE with coarse grouping. The ﬁnding that Solo is similar to Fine supports very directly the
intuition that there is no signiﬁcant learning spillover at work in Fine. The ﬁnding that the distributions of behaviors in
Fine and Feasible on the one hand and Coarse and Hard on the other are similar, is suggestive that the feedback about
opponents’ play is accessible game by game in Feasible but only in aggregate over the two games in Hard.
Notice though that there are still some systematic deviations from equilibrium play (either Nash equilibrium for Solo,
Fine and Feasible or ABEE for Coarse and Hard), such as column players choosing a in game A in the Fine, Feasible and
Solo treatments. However, in all cases these deviations are the same in Fine and Feasible on the one hand and Coarse and
Hard on the other. That the Solo treatment also looks similar to Fine and Feasible provides evidence that the deviations
from equilibrium play in the latter treatments are not due to the mixed games presentation.
To examine these frequencies in more detail, and in particular to ask why some deviations from equilibrium play are
more pronounced than others, we apply the analogy-based quantal response equilibrium model detailed in Appendix A. In
summary, this consists of a small extension of the quantal response equilibrium concept of McKelvey and Palfrey (1995) to
combine it with the analogy based expectation model. Each player is endowed with a noise parameter λi which measures
the extent to which that player best responds to the expected utilities for each choice. More precisely, if action ai is
perceived to provide an expected utility ui(ai),a c t i o nai is played with a probability proportional to expλiui(ai).
If λi = 0 then the player will equally mix all actions, and the strategy of the player tends towards a best response as
λi →∞ . The analogy-based quantal response equilibrium is thus deﬁned as strategy proﬁles which are mutual analogy-
based best responses given the noisy best response function just deﬁned and further detailed in Appendix A. Therefore,
each pair of λi for each player (one for row players and one for column players) allows us to calculate corresponding
analogy-based quantal response equilibrium strategy proﬁles. Our estimation proceeds by maximum likelihood methods, by
choosing the values for λ = (λr,λ c) (one for Row players and one for Column players in the ﬁve treatments) for which
10 The exceptions for row players were in game A in the Hard treatment and in game B in the Coarse treatment. For column players the ﬁrst 15 and
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Table 3
Estimates of QRE parameters for each model.
Treatment Fine Coarse Vuong
Row Col Row Col
Fine 1.846 1.290 −3.816 0.2789 −4.272
(0.2078)( 0.08406)( 0.2117)( 0.02262)
Feasible 2.309 1.239 −4.101 0.2638 −17.62
(0.2266)( 0.07035)( 0.2183)( 0.02073)
Hard 0.1529 2.717 1.233 1.856 2.364
(0.02045)( 0.2344)( 0.1155)( 0.1431)
Coarse 0.2731 2.201 1.585 1.926 5.454
(0.03985)( 0.2273)( 0.1213)( 0.1265)
Solo 1.260 1.646 – – –
(0.1336)( 0.1190) ––
the probability density of the observed choice frequencies is maximized (with respect to the multinomial distribution of
choices implied by the corresponding equilibrium strategies). That is, if the observed frequencies of rows i = 1,2,3a r eni
and the observed frequencies of columns j = 1,...,5a r emj, and if the equilibrium strategies in the analogy-based quantal
response equilibrium for given λ parameters specify that row i is played with probability qi(λr,λ c) and column j is played
with probability r j(λr,λ c), the likelihood function for this one observation (n,m) = (ni,mj)i,j is proportional to:









For each treatment, and for both the Fine and Coarse ABEE models we estimate the λ parameters that maximize L given
the observations (n,m). We then apply a test of which model better ﬁts the data. As the two models are not nested, it
isn’t possible to use a simple likelihood ratio test to compare the goodness-of-ﬁt. We chose to use the goodness of ﬁt test
introduced in Vuong (1989). This test compares the differences in the maximal log likelihoods LL
f
k and LLc
k for the ﬁne and
coarse models for each observation (experiment session) k and provides a test statistic asymptotically distributed N(0,1)
under the null hypothesis that both models ﬁt the data equally well. The statistic is evaluated using the following formula


















A negative value suggests that the ﬁne feedback equilibrium ﬁts better and a very positive number points towards the
coarse feedback being used. The results of this estimation are detailed in Table 3.
Table 3 provides further positive evidence that players are able to use the ﬁne beliefs in the Feasible treatment and the
coarse beliefs in the Hard treatment. It’s not possible to say that the ﬁne QRE parameters are the same between the Fine,
Feasible and Solo treatments, nor that the coarse QRE parameters are the same between the Coarse and Hard.H o w e v e r ,
this may not be surprising given the difference between the presentation of the feedback between these treatments.11 What
the results do strongly suggest however, is that the ﬁne feedback is being used in the Fine, Feasible and Solo treatments
(perhaps to a greater or lesser extent) and that the coarse feedback is not being used. Similarly, the estimates for the Coarse
and Hard treatments are similarly convincing that the coarse feedback only is used in those treatments.
These statistics strongly conﬁrm our previous conclusion that the ﬁne feedback is being used in the Fine and Feasible
treatments and that the coarse feedback is being used in the Coarse and Hard treatments. In addition to this, the QRE
approach allows us to explain the particularly distinct deviation of column players. Appendix B (Table 7) shows the choice
frequencies for the analogy-based QRE for the estimated values of λ for comparison with Table 2.
Overall, the aggregate frequencies provide evidence for the aﬃrmations that i) Feasible and Fine are best explained by
Nash equilibrium; ii) Hard and Coarse are best explained by the analogy-based expectation equilibrium (ABEE). The results
also strongly support the hypothesis that the accessibility of information determines how the information is used when
making decisions. The Feasible treatment shows that when the information on which game corresponds to each choice is
more easily accessible, it is used (i.e., separate distributions of opponents’ actions are considered for each game, similarly
to what happens in the Fine treatment, and learning spillovers do not occur). The Hard treatment makes the speciﬁc
information on which game corresponds to each action considerably less accessible. But crucially subjects do not throw
away this information however coarse it may be. Rather they distill a statistic from that information that coincides with
exogenously coarse information. Consequently, on an aggregate level subjects appear to behave in Hard somehow similarly
to subjects in Coarse, and these behaviors turn out to be well explained by the analogy-based expectation equilibrium.
11 Also, the equilibrium strategies depend strongly on the λ parameters for both roles, and as such we think that comparing the individual responses to
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Table 4
Best response frequencies for row players.
None Coarse Fine Botha
Fine 0.13 0.17 0.76 0.07
Feasible 0.05 0.21 0.80 0.06
Hard 0.22 0.60 0.43 0.26
Coarse 0.15 0.68 0.28 0.11
Solo 0.35 – 0.65 –
a The Fine and Both columns double count those cases where a choice was a best response to both the feedback types. The Both column is included to
show the extent to which the incentives overlap for each treatment.
5.2. Individual data
In this subsection, we wish to get a better understanding of the dynamics of actions. Since our main interest lies in the
understanding of Row players, we consider the individual choices of the Row subjects. Our objective is to study whether at
the individual level, the dynamics of Row players’ actions are well described by the learning dynamics with ﬁne or coarse
empirical distributions of Columns over the last ﬁve rounds as described in Section 3. We ﬁrst consider the case in which
exact best responses are considered. We next move on to analyze the analogous learning models with noisy best-responses.
In this class of noisy best-responses, we ﬁrst treat populations of Row players as if they were homogenous. Finally, we
analyze individual subjects separately.
Firstly, we examine whether individual decisions are best responses to the information provided. In doing so we shall
distinguish between ﬁne and coarse information, taking into account that in some instances best replies to both types of
information may coincide. We consider two different kinds of beliefs that Row players might hold about the strategy of
the Column players. These are constructed from the empirical distributions of past play over the previous ﬁve rounds. Fine
beliefs use the ﬁne feedback, thereby considering only previous play of the Column players for the relevant game. Coarse
beliefs rely on the total frequencies of past play of the Column players over both games. These beliefs have been deﬁned
formally at the end of Section 3 (see expressions (2) and (3), respectively).
Having constructed these beliefs we are able to calculate the expected payoff for each row. Table 4 details the frequencies
of best responses, i.e. instances of row choices that maximize expected payoffs given some method of forming beliefs. The
table is very suggestive. Both, in Fine and Feasible, Row subjects best respond to ﬁne information around 70% of the time
while in Coarse and Hard Row subjects best respond to coarse information close to 65% of the time.
While the above is highly suggestive, we now reﬁne the analysis by taking care of the varying incentives to best respond
for each choice. Perhaps the deviations were more often in situations where little was to be lost from taking another choice?
To examine this quantitatively we estimate a ﬁxed-effects logit model for the expected utilities described above. Given the


















where 	 ui(ai,xj;ω) denotes i’s expected payoff in game ω when choosing ai and j is expected to play according to xj,
and xF
j and xC
j represent the expectations as derived from the empirical distributions in the ﬁne and coarse representation,
respectively (see Eqs. (2) and (3) in Section 3). For each session, we estimate λF and λC so as to maximize the likelihood
function given the observed choices of Rows over the sixty periods t = 1,...,60. We cluster the standard errors at the
subject level12 and the estimated parameters are shown in Table 5.
These results act to conﬁrm the conclusion of the previous section: Feasible looks like Fine and Solo, and Hard looks
like Coarse. However, we can now use Wald tests to say that the parameters for the Nash beliefs in the Feasible and Solo
treatments are not signiﬁcantly different from those in the Fine treatment, and also that the parameters for the ABEE beliefs
are not signiﬁcantly different between the Coarse and Hard treatments. In addition to this, we can now observe that the
parameters for the Nash beliefs in the Hard and Coarse treatments, and also those for the ABEE beliefs in the Fine and
Feasible treatments are not signiﬁcantly different from zero. This adds weight to our conjecture that only the ﬁne feedback
is used by subjects in the Fine and Feasible treatments and that only the coarse feedback is used in the Hard and Coarse
treatments.
Finally, we look at each subject separately. We repeated the ﬁxed-effects logit regression, but for each subject individu-
ally. For each subject we thus obtain an estimate of the λ parameters for the learning models using both ﬁne and coarse
feedback. In each case, we tested the hypothesis that the parameters were positive at the 5% level. If a subject had only
a signiﬁcant parameter for the ﬁne feedback model, (s)he was allocated to the type ‘Fine’ and similarly those whose re-
gression coeﬃcient for the coarse model was the only signiﬁcant estimate were allocated to the ‘Coarse’ type. There were
a few subjects where both parameters were signiﬁcant. Here we indicate which parameter was the largest. The frequen-
cies of each type are indicated in Table 6. They provide evidence that some agents are able to distinguish the feedback
12 In doing so we are assuming that any session level ﬁxed effects are transmitted across subjects solely through the feedback over previous choices.ARTICLE IN PRESS YGAME:1820
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Table 5
Noise parameters for learning model.
Row Nash ABEE
Estimate Std. error Estimate Std. error
Fine 1.764∗ 0.3340 0.00a –
(0)
Feasible 2.055∗ 0.1674 0.1247 0.3044
(0) (0.682)
Hard 0.3609 0.3263 1.093∗ 0.3835
(0.269) (0)
Coarse 0.1974 0.3246 1.635∗ 0.1272
(0.499) (0)
Solo 1.320∗ 0.2766 – –
(0)
Column 1.336∗ 0.09397 –
(all treatments) (0) –
a Note that the parameter values are constrained to be positive, and in this case the constraint is binding.
Table 6
Player types based on signiﬁcant parameters in logit estimation.
Treatment Neither Fine Coarse Both (Fine) Both (Coarse)
Fine 01 2 2 1 1
Feasible 01 3 0 2 1
Hard 24 1 0 0 0
Coarse 12 1 2 1 0
in the Hard treatment.13 We present these results as indicative, but further research is required to draw more deﬁnite
conclusions.
We also examine brieﬂy the possibility that subjects transform feedback into beliefs in different ways. We consider the
class of models where the vector of relative frequencies of opponents’ actions that has been observed f = ( fi)i is mapped
into a belief vector b = (bi)i through some weakly monotone function. This would allow for interesting “hybrid models”.
Take for example, a function that assigns 0 to all actions i for which fi <ε for some small ε and a belief of bi = 1
k where
k is the number of strategies with a relative frequency above ε. This would be the equivalent of a level-1 algorithm where
subjects essentially ignore actions that are played rarely.14 As it happens such a model would ﬁt our aggregate data almost
as well as the standard ABEE model (the equilibrium prediction is the same). However, it fails to explain as well the times
when the equilibrium action is not chosen (that is, we observe evidence for strict monotonicity of beliefs with respect to
the feedback15).
Overall, the results provide positive responses to all of our research questions. They suggest that players use the ﬁne
feedback when it is accessible and, more signiﬁcantly, they use the coarse feedback when only that is accessible (rather
than choosing other ways to play the game such as level-1 reasoning, maxmin or other ‘hybrid’ approaches). This provides
the ﬁrst positive experimental test of the analogy-based expectation equilibrium in the laboratory.
6. Related literature
There are almost no experimental papers dealing with multiple games at the same time. The only exception we are aware
of are the papers by Cooper and Kagel (2007, 2008) which focus on cross-game learning, the ability of subjects to take what
has been learned in one game and transfer it to related games.16 Despite the common feature that several games played
by the same subjects are being analyzed experimentally, the two lines of research are different and rather complementary.
Cooper and Kagel let subjects learn in one game and then study whether there is transference of learning to a new game
13 There are two subjects in the Hard treatment who best respond to the ﬁne feedback more than 80% of the time. Between them they account for most
of the choices that were best responses to ﬁne beliefs and not to coarse beliefs.
14 In the context of our experiment, it is only really possible for subjects to know that an action hasn’t been taken in a particular game (when it is
absent from the combined feedback). It is not generally possible for subjects to know that an action has been taken in a particular situation (as the relative
frequencies of each action rarely exceed 50%).
15 We compared the expected utilities (derived using the ABEE beliefs) of the action taken and the best alternative for players identiﬁed above as being
of type Coarse. Using the Mann–Whitney U test, we were able to show that the equilibrium action was chosen more often when the incentives to do so
were stronger (or the incentives not to do so were weaker).
16 They consider limit pricing games such as those analyzed in Milgrom and Roberts (1982), and they study the ability of subjects to learn to play
strategically (i.e. engage in limit pricing) for a new speciﬁcation of the parameters of the model when they have learned to play the equilibrium for another
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played after the ﬁrst. The purpose of our experiment is to understand the consequences of feedback spillover, and in
particular how it affects long run behaviors in the various games that are being played contemporaneously. Accordingly,
unlike in Cooper and Kagel, it is not the case in our experiment that one game is being played (many times) ﬁrst before one
moves to the next game. And the question we address is whether an analogy-based expectation equilibrium is being played
in the case of feedback spillover rather than whether if Nash equilibrium is played in one game it increases the chance
that Nash equilibrium is played in another game. However, there are similarities in the ﬁndings of these different research
strands. Cooper and Kagel show how experience in one game can generate strategic sophistication, that is, an immediate
better grasp of the strategic implications of changes in the game environment. With longer learning (in the ﬁrst game), more
subjects become sophisticated (in the second game). In our study, we show how subjects adapt their learning heuristics to
the diﬃculty of processing information (their mode of behavior is different in Feasible and Hard). So, in both cases, the
presence of multiple games interact with some other cognitive component resulting in different outcomes as one makes the
environment more or less complex.
In a related vein, Rick and Weber (2010) demonstrate how, in the absence of feedback, subjects can acquire deeper
concepts (here elimination of dominated strategies) that are again transferable from one game to the next. As in Cooper and
Kagel and our study, such a ﬁnding is suggestive of a cognitive process that is not present in standard models of learning.
In the context of an experiment where subjects play different normal form games, Haruvy and Stahl (2009) suggest how
EWA learning can sometimes be augmented through re-labeling strategies according to properties they share (from a level-k
reasoning perspective) to explain the data. As an alternative approach they also study “rule learning” (Stahl, 1996) whereby
subjects acquire new modes of reasoning. These studies like ours should be viewed as suggesting new directions in which
to improve learning models.
Given the learning interpretation of the ABEE concept (as made explicit in Section 3 and put to experimental test in
Section 5), it is legitimate to place our work into the broader perspective of the experimental literature concerned with
learning. An important question addressed by this literature concerns the issue whether reinforcement learning (in which
the choice of actions is based on the subject’s own past performance) or belief-based learning (in which the choice of actions
is based on the opponents’ behaviors) ﬁt best the experimental data (see Erev and Roth, 1998; Camerer and Ho, 1999;
Wilcox, 2006).17 In our experiment subjects are not informed of their past performance (until the very end), hence we
abstract from these issues and force the relevant learning models to belong to the family of belief-based learning models.
Our investigation has also some connection with the experimental literature interested in the number of reasoning steps
made by subjects in non-repeated interactions (see Stahl, 1993; Nagel, 1995; Costa-Gomes et al., 2001; Camerer et al., 2004).
Key differences with our approach are that we are interested in long run behaviors in which there has been plenty of time
for behavior adjustment, and there is no idea of feedback spillover in the level-k type of reasoning. In connection to these
approaches, it should be mentioned that the introspective reasoning steps considered in the level-k literature require (except
for levels 0 and 1) that players know the payoffs of their opponents, which as already mentioned is not the case in our
experiment.
Finally, our experiment has also some remote connection with those experiments that try to understand which games
players perceive to be playing.18 In our experiment though, the misperception of Row subjects observed in Coarse and Hard
concern the play of Column subjects rather than of the game they are playing. As such, the effect of feedback spillover as
experimentally explored in our paper is not of viewing our subjects as playing a Nash equilibrium of a different game but
rather viewing the players as playing a different notion of equilibrium of the original (set of) games.
7. Conclusion
This paper has provided a ﬁrst positive test for the analogy-based expectation equilibrium. Yet, it should be viewed as
a ﬁrst step and more work should be devoted to the more general enterprize of understanding how agents process data in
environments with more than one task. Such data sets are generally huge and often unstructured — much in contrast to
how feedback is normally structured in experiments.
We leave for future research the task of exploring how our results related to feedback spillover would be affected if
subjects received information about their own performance during the experiment. It would certainly also be interesting
to explore how long run behaviors are affected by feedback spillover when players are informed of the payoffs of their
opponents. This would open the door to the possibility that upon receiving the feedback subjects make further inferences
based on introspective reasoning about the opponent’s incentives (see Ehrblatt et al., 2005, for an explicit account of this).
It might also be nice to explore how subjects categorize data from different games in order to form their expectation.
Do subjects somehow have a sense of which games are more similar to one another, or are feedback spillovers the outcome
of some external force (as was the case in our experiment — the external force being the experimentalists)? Presumably,
both forms of feedback spillover (individually chosen or externally induced) are at work in the real world. The present
study which has put the emphasis on the external component of feedback spillover opens the door to the possibility that a
17 We note that while the early contributions have suggested that reinforcement learning explains better the data, this has been recently challenged in
Wilcox (2006).
18 See Devetag and Warglien (2008) for a recent experiment on this (and also Oechssler and Schipper, 2003, for another perspective).ARTICLE IN PRESS YGAME:1820
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designer interested in obtaining some desirable outcomes may use feedback spillover as an instrument (which is typically
not considered in mechanism design). Alternatively, if agents make their decisions based on feedback spillover (as resulting
from individual choices), then a designer should take this into account as it may affect the performance of the mechanism
she selects. More theoretical and experimental work along these lines is needed.
As we brieﬂy considered earlier, one could also examine an extension of the ABEE concept where subjects use other
heuristics to transform feedback into beliefs in weakly monotonic ways. These “hybrid models” and the situations in which
they are tested would have to be designed carefully to allow them to be distinguished from the baseline ABEE model and
other existing learning models from the literature. Such models could ﬁt equilibrium predictions almost equally well as the
standard ABEE model but would differ in their predictions for the dynamics that we observe before play settles down and,
as in our experiment, in how and where players deviate from optimal play. We see no evidence in our data to support these
hybrid models but one could imagine that such models could prove useful in more complex environments.
Appendix A
In this appendix, we extend the deﬁnitions developed in Section 3 to allow players to use quantal best-responses rather




σ j(aj |ω)ui(ai,aj;ω) (A.1)
where σ j is as deﬁned in (1).
Deﬁnition. As t r a t e g yp r o ﬁ l eσ = (σ1,σ2) is an analogy-based quantal response equilibrium given the analogy partitions









i;ω) is given by (A.1).
The learning models deﬁned in Section 3 are extended analogously to cope with quantal best-responses rather than





where xj(aj) denotes the weight assigned to aj in xj. Deﬁne further the probabilities:
QBR ω







In round t+1, player i chooses action ai with probability QBR ω
i (xj | λi)(ai) where xj is as deﬁned in (2) or in (3) depending
on whether the ﬁne or the coarse feedback case is considered.
Appendix B
Table 7
Expected choice frequencies for the estimated analogy-based QRE.
Row player game A Fine Feasible Hard Coarse Solo
(ﬁne) (ﬁne) (coarse) (coarse) (ﬁne)
α (Nash equilibrium) 0.68 0.75 0.27 0.23 0.63
β (Coarse ABEE) 0.27 0.22 0.55 0.62 0.28
γ 0.05 0.03 0.18 0.15 0.09
Row player game B Fine Feasible Hard Coarse Solo
(ﬁne) (ﬁne) (coarse) (coarse) (ﬁne)
α (Coarse ABEE) 0.24 0.19 0.62 0.70 0.26
β (Nash equilibrium) 0.72 0.78 0.17 0.12 0.66
γ 0.04 0.02 0.21 0.17 0.08
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Table 7 (continued)
Col player game A Fine Feasible Hard Coarse Solo
(ﬁne) (ﬁne) (coarse) (coarse) (ﬁne)
a (Coarse ABEE) 0.28 0.23 0.77 0.87 0.30
b 0.10 0.10 0.04 0.02 0.07
c (Nash equilibrium) 0.58 0.64 0.10 0.06 0.60
d 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.04 0.02
e 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
Col player game B Fine Feasible Hard Coarse Solo
(ﬁne) (ﬁne) (coarse) (coarse) (ﬁne)
a 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.06
b (Coarse ABEE) 0.16 0.14 0.47 0.58 0.14
c 0.02 0.02 0.18 0.12 0.01
d (Nash equilibrium) 0.73 0.75 0.28 0.24 0.78
e 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.01
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